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NORMAL GOVERNANCE: THE 
DUTY OF CARE 

7 .1 INrnooucnoN TO TIIE DmY OF CARE 

The shareholders' right to elect directors is not the law's only strategy for cor
porate governance. Fiduciary standards also play a role in normal governance, 
just as they do in agency and partnership law. 

The duties of a fiduciary are essentially three. The first, and most basic, 
is sometimes called the "duty of obedience." This duty plays a significant role 
in agency law hut is less prominent in corporate law. The remaining duties 
are the duties of loyalty and care (or attention). The duty ofloyalty (which we 
address in Chapter 8) requires that corporate fiduciaries exercise their author
ity in a good-faith attempt to advance corporate purposes. In particular, it 
bars corporate officers and directors from competing with the corporation 
(without informed consent); from misappropriating its property, information, 
or business opportunities; and especially from transacting business with it on 
unfair terms. These requirements account for much of the mandatory content 
of U.S. corporate law. 

By contrast, the duty of care is more general. In its classic formulation, it 
requires that officers and directors act with "the care of an ordinarily prudent 
person in the same or similar circumstances" in all matters concerning their 
corporate duties. Despite its sweeping scope, however, the duty of care is 
less litigated than the duty of loyalty, primarily because the law insulates offi
cers and directors from liability based on negligence (as opposed to knowing 
misconduct or omissions). In this chapter, we address the duty of care and 
the insulating law that mitigates its effects on directors and officers. First, 
however, we offer a brief excursus on the evolution of fiduciary duties at 
common law. 

7.2 THE Durr OF CARE AND nm NEED TO MITIGATE 

DIRECTOR RlsK AVERSION 

From the beginnings of Anglo-American corporate law, courts have ~a~
tained that a corporate director must do more than pursue the corporation s 
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· t · d t"•th· a director also has the duty to act as a reasonable per-mteres s m goo '" , , . 
son would in overseeing the company s operatto~s. . . 

An English court of Chancery case decided tn 1742 ev1de?.ces the foun
dational nature of the duty of care. The report relates that the King chartered 
the Charitable Company in the early eighteenth century as a stock company, 
"to assist poor persons with sums of money by way "of loans. and to pre
vent their falling into the hands of pawnbrokers, &c. 1 It appears that the 
chief administrative officer of the corporation, with two conkder.1tes. soon 
began to defraud the company by "lending [] more money upon old pledges, 
without calling in the first sum lent." "The loss which ensued from this mis
management [was] prodigious ... not less than 350,000 [pounds] ... The lia
bility of those actively engaged in the fraud was easily established by the 
Lord Chancellor. The more subtle question concerned the possible liability 
of the "committee-men" (directors), who had not participated in the wrongs, 
but whose inattention had permitted them to occur. As to them. the Lord 
Chancellor held that "by accepting of a trust of this sort a person is obligated 
to execute it with fidelity and reasonable diligence; and it is no excuse to say 
that they had no benefit from it .... "2 Although we do not know if tht· direc
tors were forced to pay damages, we do know that the Chancellor appointed 
a master to determine whether they had acted with reasonable diligence. This 
much establishes that a director's duty of "reasonable diligence .. has been a 
feature of corporate law for a long time.3 

How does the law currently express this basic obligation? According to 
the American Law Institute's (All's) Principles of Corpor.tte (iovernance, a 
corporate director or officer is required to perform his or her functions (1) in 
good faith, (2) in a manner that he or she reasonably believes to he in the best 
interests of the corporation, and (3) with the care that is reasonahh expected 
of an ordinarily prudent person in a comparable position and un.der similar 
circumstances.4 The core of this standard is the level of care that we expect 
to be exercised by an ordinarily prudent person. 5 This formulation appears to 
make the duty of care into a negligence rule like any other negligence mle in 
t~rt law. However, the duty of care is not just another negligence rnle. As we 
discuss belo~, there is an important policy reason why a business loss can
not be analogized to a traffic accident or a slip on a banana peel. The reason, 
bluntly stated, is that corporate directors and officers invest other people's 

(1742t The Charitable Company v. Sutton, 2 Atk. 400, 406 (Ch. 1---12). 26 Eng. Rep. 642 

2. Id., 26 Eng. Reps. at 645. 

Engta!d !~~·~~ ~~bi°ld1;· Branch Bank of Mobile, 11 Ala. 191 (184 J: /lodges t'. Se~' 
notable that Sutto~\s n~t'; (~850~.Bates v. Dresser, 251 U.S. 524 (1920) (Holmes. J.). It 15 

neglect of attention case. r~:S:a::: 1~h a los~ resulted from a board decision: rather. it was_ a 
which one would traditionall find d' f matten!mn, rather than poor judgment. are the cases in 

4. See ALI, Princi Jes Jr C irectors hable for breach of care. 
5. As of 2005, 401urisclicti~!o;:te ~vemance §4.01 (1994). See also :\IBC-\ §8.3~

that office in good faith and w'th quired that a corporate director discharge the duties of 
that an ordinarily prudent pe~o: stated stand~d of care, usually phrased in terms of the care 
these jurisdictions also express! re W~uld exercise under similar circumstances. Thirty-five of 
she reasonably believes to be u{the1ire~ that a director perform these duties in a manner that 

est mterests of the corporation. See ~BCA §8.30 cmt. 1· 
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money. !her bear the fu~ costs of any personal liability, but they receive only 
a small trac~ton of the gams. from a risky decision. Liability under a negligence 
standard might therefore discourage officers and directors from undertaking 
valuable but risky projects on behalf of shareholders . 

. _consider the following excerpt from a Delaware Court of Chancery 
opm1on. 

GAGLIARDI v. TRIFOODS INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
683 A.2d 1049 (Del Ch. 1996) 

ALLE'.'i, C.: 
Currently before the Court is a motion to dismiss a shareholders action 

against the directors of TriFoods International, Inc .... In broadest terms the 
motion raises the question, what must a shareholder plead in order to state 
a derivative claim to recover corporate losses allegedly sustain[ed] by reason 
of "mismanagement" unaffected by directly conflicting financial interests? ... 

I start with what I take to be an elementary precept of corporation law: in 
the absence of facts showing self-dealing or improper motive, a corporate offi
cer or director is not legally responsible to the corporation for losses that may 
he suffered as a result of a decision that an officer made or that directors autho
rized in good faith. There is a theoretical exception to this general statement 
that holds that some decisions may be so "egregious" that liability for losses 
they cause may follow even in the absence of proof of conflict of interest or 
improper motivation. The exception, however, has resulted in no awards of 
money judgments against corporate officers or directors in this jurisdiction .... 

The rule could rationally be no different. Shareholders can diversify 
the risks of their corporate investments. Thus, it is in their economic inter
est for the corporation to accept in rank order all positive net present value 
investment projects available to the corporation, starting with the highest risk 
adjusted rate of return first. Shareholders don't want (or shouldn't rationally 
want) directors to be risk averse .... 

[But] directors of public companies typically have a very small propor
tionate ownership interest in their corporations and little or no incentive 
compensation. Thus, they enjoy (as residual owners) only a very small pro
portion of any "upside" gains earned by the corporation on risky investment 
projects. If. however, corporate directors were to be found liable for a corpo
rate loss from a risky project on the ground that the investment was too risky 
(foolishly risky! stupidly risky! egregiously risky! -you supp~y the adverb), 
their liability would be joint and several for the whole loss (with I s~ppose a 
right of contribution). Given the scale of operation of modem public corpo
rations, ... only a very small probability of director liability ba~ed on "~e~li
gence," "inattention,,, "waste," etc., could induce a board to av01d authonzmg 
risky investment projects to any extent! Ob:iously, !tis in the sha:e~~lders' 
economic interest to offer sufficient protection to directors from _liability for 
negligence etc to allow directors to conclude that, as a practical matter, 
there is no' risk ~hat, if they act in good faith and meet minimal_ proceduralist 
standards of attention, they can face liability as a result of a busmess loss. 
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The law protects shareholder investment interests agai~1st tl_1e uneco
nomic consequences that the presence of sue~ second-gues~mg nsk would 
have on director action and shareholder wealth ma number ot ways. It autho
rizes corporations to pay for director and officer liability insurance and autho
rizes corporate indemnification in a broad range of cases, for exam pk. But the 
first protection against a threat of sub-Optin1al risk ~cceptance is the so_-called 
business judgment rule. That "rule" in effect provides that where a c.hrector 
is independent and disinterested, there can be no liability for corporate loss, 
unless the facts are such that no person could possibly authorize such a trans
action if he or she were attempting in good faith to meet their dmy .... " 

As Gagliardi states, the law protects corporate officers and directors 
from liability for breach of the duty of care in many ways. some statutory 
and some judicial. First, the statutory law authorizes corporations to indem
nify the expenses (including in some cases the judgment costs) incurred hy 
officers or directors who are sued by reason of their corporate activities. 
See, e.g., DGCL §145. Second, the statutory law authorizes corporations to 
purchase liability insurance for their directors and officers. which may even 
cover some risks that are not subject to indemnification. Third. courts have 
long recogniZed the protection of the so-called business judgment rule. as we 
discuss in Section 7.4. And last, when the business judgment rult: proved to 
be less protective than practitioners had expected.<' legislatures across the 
country followed Delaware's lead by authorizing companies to wai\'e mone
tary liability for directorial acts of negligence or gross negligence. \\. e discuss 
the first of these statutes, DGCL § 102(b )(7), below. 

7.3 STATIJTORY TECHNIQUES FOR UMITING DIRECTOR A ... 'iD 

OFFICER RisK ExPosURE 

Th~ jud~e-~de bu~iness judgment rule is the most fundamental protection 
agamst lia?ility for stmple mistakes of judgment. But the corporation· s statutory 
power to ~demnify losses of corporate officers or directors and its authority to 
purchase msurance provides offi d dire · · '" . cers an ctors with the most rehahle 1orms 
of protection. 

7.3.1 Indemnification 

Consider indemnificat' firs . M 
datory indemnific t' . mn t. ost corporate statutes prescribe man-

b d f
a ton nghts for directors and officers and allow an even 

roa er range o elective · d mnifi . . 
authorize corporations to c: e. ca~ion nghts. Generally. these statutes 
or director for reasonable 111Illit to reunburse any agent, employee. officer, 

expenses for losses of any sort (attorneys· fees, 

6. The case of Smith v. Van Gorkom . . . 
'd1SCussed below, was the occasion for this reabzauon. 
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$54 million settlement for their role in WorldCom's $11 billion accounting 
fraud. At Enron, ten directors agreed to pay $13 million toward a $168 mil
lion settlement _for their role in Enron's fraudulent accounting practices 
(but had collectively made $250 million (pre-tax) on the sale of their Enron 
shares). The natural question arises: Where was the D&O insurance? Most 
academic commentators and practitioners agree that out-of-pocket liability 
arose in these two cases due to a "perfect storm" set of facts: Both compa
nies were bankrupt and so could not indemnify the directors; both compa
nies had well-documented paper trails of director inattention and inaction; 
activist pension funds such as the New York State retirement fund were 
intent on making examples out of these two companies, which were the 
largest (WorldCom) and second-largest (Enron) bankruptcies in U.S. his
tory; and the enormous potential liabilities in both cases could have eas
ily exceeded the companies' D&O policies. Consistent with this "perfect 
storm" conclusion, Professors Black, Chefffins, and Klausner report only 
one other case (Van Gorkom) in which outside directors actually paid 
out-of-pocket for either damages or legal expenses under U.S. securities 
law or corporate law for duty of care related claims;8 and even this case 
is not really an example of out-of-pocket liability, for reasons described 
below. 

7.4 Juo1cIAL PRoTEcnoN: THE BusINEssJuoGMENT RULE 

Long before legislatures acted to protect directors and officers from liability 
arising from breach of the duty of care, courts fashioned their own protec
tion. Over roughly the past 150 years, U.S. courts have evolved the so-called 
business judgment rule.9 Because corporate law varies with each state, there 
is no canonical statement of the "business judgment rule" across all states. 
The core idea, however, is universal: Courts should not second-guess good
faith decisions made by independent and disinterested directors. Put differ
ently, the business judgment rule means that courts will not decide (or allow 
a jury to decide) whether the decisions of corporate boards are either substan
tively reasonable by the "reasonable prudent person" test or sufficientl)'." "'."ell 
informed bv the same test. In the following case, the shareholder plamtiffs 
had a pretty good argument that the board's decision was not "~eas_onably 
prudent." Nevertheless, the court refused to inquire whether an ordinarily pru
dent person would have made this same decision. 

8 B d s Bl k B · R Cheffins & Michael D. Klausner, Outside Director Liability, . ernar . ac . nan . 
58 Stan. L. Rev 1055 (2006) 

9 S · · 1 Arsht Tb Business Tudament Rule Revisited, 8 Hofstra . ee generally S. Samue , e J' o 

L. Rev. 93 (1979). 
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KAMIN v. AMERICAN EXPRESS CO. 
383 N.Y.S, 2d 807 (1976) 

GREENFIEID, J.: . . . 
In this stockholders' derivative action, the md1v1dual defendants. who 

are the directors of the American Express Company. move for an order dis
missing the complaint for failure to state a cause of action . . . and alter
natively, for summary judgment .... The complaint is ~rought deriv_atively 
by two minority stockholders of the Americ~ Express Co!npany. askmg for 
a declaration that a certain dividend in kind 1s a waste of corporate assets, 
directing the defendants not to proceed with the distrihution. or. in the alter
native, for monetary damages .... It is the defendants' contention that. con
ceding everything in the complaint, no viable cause of action is made out. 

[T]he complaint alleges that in 1972 American Express acquired for 
investment 1,954,418 shares of common stock of Donaldson. Lutkrn and 
Jenrette, Inc. (hereafter DLJ), a publicly traded corporation. at a cost of 
$29.9 million. It is further alleged that the current market \·;tlue of those 
shares is approximately $4.0 million. On July 28, 1975. it is alkgn.l. the Board 
of Directors of American Express declared a special dividend to all stockhold
ers of record pursuant to which the shares of DLJ would he distributed in 
kind. Plaintiffs contend further that if American Express were to sl'II the DLJ 
shares on the market, it would sustain a capital loss of S25 million. which 
could be offset against taxable capital gains on other investments. Such a 
sale, they allege, would result in tax savings to the company of approximately 
$8 million, which would not be available in the case of the distrihution of DLJ 
shares to stockholders .... 

It is apparent that all the previously-mentioned allegations < >f the com
plaint go to the question of the exercise by the Board of Directors < >f business 
judgment in deciding how to deal with the DLJ shares. The crncial allegation 
which must be scrutinized to determine the legal sufficiencv of the complaint 
is paragraph 19, which alleges: · 

~ of the defendan~ Directors engaged in or acquiesced in or negligently per
~tted the declaration and payment of the Dividend in violation of the fidu
~iary duty owed by them to Amex to care for and preserve Amex·s assets 
m the same manner as a man of average prudence would care for his own 
property .... 

h 
[T]here is no claim of fraud or self-dealing and no contention that 

t ere was any b d f · h ' 
h . a alt or oppressive conduct. The law is quite clear as to 

w at 1s necessary to ground 1 . . . 
b t kh Id a c aim for acttonable wrongdoing. In actions 

Y s oc o ers which assail th 
will not 1·nter" ' 

1 
e acts of their directors or trustees. courts 

1.ere un ess the pow h . -· n-
tiously executed· or u . ers ave been illegally or unconsoe 
ulent or collusiv~ an nless it b~ made to appear that the acts were fraud
errors of judgme~t d destructiv~ of the rights of the stockholders. Mere 
for the powers of th!~~~~ sufficten_t as grounds for equity interference, 
discretionary. . . . rusted with corporate management are largely 
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More specifically, the question of whether or not a dividend is to be 
declared or a distribution of some kind should be made is exclusively a matter 
of business judgment for the Board of Directors. 

. . . Courts will not interfere with such discretion unless it be first made 
to appear that the directors have acted or are about to act in bad faith and for 
a dishonest purpose. It is for the directors to say ... when and to what extent 
dividends shall be declared. . . . The statute confers upon the directors this 
power, and the minority stockholders are not in a position to question this 
right, so long as the directors are acting in good faith .... 

Thus, a complaint must be dismissed if all that is presented is a decision to 
pay dividends rather than pursuing some other course of conduct .... Courts 
have more than enough to do in adjudicating legal rights and devising reme
dies for wrongs. The directors' room rather than the courtroom is the appro
priate forum for thrashing out purely business questions which will have an 
impact on profits, market prices, competitive situations, or tax advantages .... 

It is not enough to allege, as plaintiffs do here, that the directors made 
an imprudent decision, which did not capitalize on the possibility of using 
a potential capital loss to offset capital gains. More than imprudence or mis
taken judgment must be shown .... 

Nor does this appear to be a case in which a potentially valid cause of 
action is inartfully stated .... The affidavits of the defendants and the exhib
its annexed thereto demonstrate that the objections raised by the plaintiffs 
to the proposed dividend action were carefully considered and unanimously 
rejected hy the Board at a special meeting called precisely for that purpose 
at the plaintiffs' request. The minutes of the special meeting indicate that 
the defendants were fully aware that a sale rather than a distribution of the 
DLJ shares might result in the realization of a substantial income tax saving. 
Nevertheless, they concluded that there were countervailing considerations 
primarily with respect to the adverse effect such a sale, realizing a loss of 
$25 million, would have on the net income figures in the American Express 
financial statement. Such a reduction of net income would have a serious 
effect on the market value of the publicly traded American Express stock. 
This was not a situation in which the defendant directors totally overlooked 
facts callee.I to their attention. They gave them consideration, and attempted 
to view the total picture in arriving at their decision. While plaintiffs con
tend that according to their accounting consultants the loss on the DLJ stock 
would still have to be charged against current earnings even if the stock were 
distributed, the defendants' accounting experts assert that the loss would be 
a charge against earnings only in the event of a sale, wherea~ in the event 
of distribution of the stock as a dividend, the proper accountmg treatment 
would be to charge the loss only against surplus. While the chief accountant 
for the SEC raised some question as to the appropriate accounting treatment 
of this transaction, there was no basis for any action to be taken by the SEC 
With respect to the American Express financial statement. 

The only hint of self-interest which is raised ... is that four of the twenty 
directors were officers and employees of American Express and mem~ers of 
its Executive Incentive Compensation Plan. Hence, it is sugge~ted, by virtu~ of 
the action taken earnings may have been overstated and their compensation 
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affected thereby. Such a claim ... standing ~one can h~rdly be _regarded as 
sufficient to support an inference of self-dealing. There 1s no claun or show
ing that the four company directors dominated and controlled the sixteen 
outside members of the Board. Certainly, every action taken by the Board 
has some impact on earnings and may therefore affect the compensation of 
those whose earnings are keyed to profits. That does not disqualit\ the inside 
directors, nor does it put every policy adopted by the Board in question. All 
directors have an obligation, using sound business judgment. to maximize 
income for the benefit of all persons having a stake in the welfare of the cor
porate entity .... The directors are entitled to exercise their honest business 
judgment on the information before them, and to act within thl'ir corporate 
powers. That they may be mistaken, that other courses of action might have 
differing consequences, or that their action might benefit sonH: shareholders 
more than others presents no basis for the super-imposition of judicial judg
ment, so long as it appears that the directors have been acting in good faith. 
The question of to what extent a dividend shall be declared and the manner 
in which it shall be paid is ordinarily subject only to the qualitication that 
the dividend be paid out of surplus (Business Corporation L1w Section 510, 
subd. b). The Court will not interfere unless a clear case is made out of fraud, 
oppression, arbitrary action, or breach of trust . 

. . . Accordingly, the motion by the defendants for summary judgment 
and dismissal of the complaint is granted .... 

QUESTIONS 

1. Assuming the board acted in good faith in Kam/11. what is the hoard's 
view ~bout the efficiency of the capital markets? If the capital markets are 
very ghly e_ffic~ent in fact, what does the Kamin transaction imph about the 
wealth-creatmg unpact of this action? · 

2. The empirical lit tu · fin · . . era rem ance suggests that alternative accountmg 
charactenzattons do not a.ffiect h · if · s are pnce they are made puhltch and are 
well understood. Corporate dire t d · · l . c ors an managers typ1callv care a great dea 
about accountmg changes that "gh 1 ' · · . ffil t ower reported earnings or re,-enues. If 
the studies are correct and the k 

h 
'gh b . mar et sees through accounting treatments, 

w Y ffil t usmesspeople act in this way? 

7.4.1 Understanding the Business Judgment Rule 

Upon reflection the busine . d 
it first appears. Mor~ . 

1 
ss JU gmem rule seems more mysterious than 

exactly is this rule? Sepcrecdis~ ~· there are three mysteries. The first is: What 
· on 1s 1t a "rul " all · that doubles as a kind f infi e a~ or a standard of judicial review 

wish to initiate a shareh~ld o~al pleadmg requirement for plaintiffs who 
review interact with the d etyr acftion? Third, how does the rule or standard of 

. u o care? 
There 1s, as we have said . 

judgment rule The closest ' no smgle canonical statement of the business 
· one can come may be the formulation contained 
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in the American Bar Association's Corporate Director's Guidebook where 
it is sai? t~~t a decision_ constitutes a valid business judgment (and gives rise 
to no hah!hty for ensumg loss) when it (1) is made by disinterested direc
tors or officers, (2) _wh? have become informed before exercising judgment, 
and (3) who exercise Judgment in a good-faith effort to advance corporate 
interests. 10 Seen as a rule, this formula might be understood as a roundabout 
statement of directorial authority. Disinterested directors are supposed to 
make informed decisions for the corporation in good faith. However, the law 
cannot order directors to make correct or profitable decisions by fiat. It fol
lows that disinterested directors who act deliberately and in good faith are 
discharging their duties and should not be liable for any resulting losses, no 
matter how stupid their decisions may seem ex post. But if the Guidebook 
formula is viewed instead as framing a standard of judicial review, it is not so 
much ahout director conduct as it is about the circumstances in which a court 
will entertain a challenge to a board decision. 

The doctrinal gain from framing business judgment as a standard of judi
cial review rather than a marker of directorial authority is that it avoids an 
unseemly clash with the duty of care mandate that directors act with "the 
care of an ordinarily prudent person in ... similar circumstances." Courts 
wielding husiness judgment as a standard of review can dismiss lawsuits with
out commenting on the (mis)conduct that they allege. If, on cursory review, 
plaintiffs cannot submit plausible and specific allegations that board decisions 
were conflicted, made in bad faith, or manifestly irrational, the complaint is 
dismissed. End of story. 

The '"rnle" and the "review" versions of the business judgment rule are 
both common in corporate law jurisprudence. Delaware courts have come to 
favor the review concept over the last two decades, although the rule con
cept dominated in prior years as the Gagliardi excerpt above suggests. Thus, 
in terms of the first mystery we have made progress, even if we have not 
entirely resolved whether the business judgment rule is a rule, a standard of 
review. or some quantum legal concept somewhere in between. 

But the next mystery is why the law needs a business judgment rule 
at all? If one takes the "rule" notion seriously, a reasonably informed and 
unconflicted director acting in what she believes to be in the company's best 
interest fulfills her legal duties. There is no actionable conduct and no need 
for insulation. If one favors the "review" notion, why not just say that share
holders lack standing to sue without a specific and plausible allegation of a 
conflicted board decision? Either version of the business judgment rule - or 
perhaps no mention of it at all- can get the job done. So then why bother to 
have a business judgment rule? . . 

There are two reasons we believe. First, the busmess Judgment rule con-
:erts what would otherwis~ be a question of fact -':hether the ~ancially_ dis
mterested directors who authorized this money-losmg transaction exercised 
the same care as would a reasonable person in similar circumstances - into 

IO. See Am · 8 Assn. Corporate Director's Guidebook (7th ed. 2019); see _also 
. encan ar ' . Anal sis and Recommendations 

Amencan Law Institute Principles of Corporate Governance. Y 
§4.0I(c) Cl 994): M'BCA ,§8.30. 
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· f la 1;or the court to decide Recall that courts <.kcide questions a question o w 1.1 
• • • • ••• 

f 1 hil "uries ordinarily decide questions of fact. So. the busmess Judg-
o aw, w e J . · 1 I · I 

t 1 insulates disinterested directors from Jury tna s. w 11c 1 encourages 
men ru e all . ct· . I I . f 
th di ·ssal of some claims before trial and ows JU icia reso ut1on o the 

e Sffil d d . I remaining case-based claims that go to trial. An , secon , 1t a so means that 
the question, "Was the standard of care breach~~?," converts to _questions of 
whether the directors' decisions were truly dismterested and 111<.lependent 
and not so inexplicable as to raise questions about good faith. In most circum
stances, courts are extremely reluctant to infer that directors lack good faith 
based on the outcome of board decisions. 11 

What, then, underlies residual ambiguity over whether tlH: business 
judgment rule is a rule or a standard of judicial review~ With some hesita
tion, we offer the conjecture that there are two different policy objectives 
embedded in the rule (or standard of review). One is the straightforward con
cern addressed in Gagliardi that negligence-based liability inclines corporate 
officers and directors to favor low-risk, low-payout decisions at a significant 
cost to shareholders, since members of management would face personal 
liability if a high-risk, high-return decision went awry. This concern doubt
lessly motivates all forms of liability insulation enjoyed hy corpor.ttl· decision
makers, including indemnification, D&O insurance, and chartn waivers of 
liability addressed in Section 7.4.3 below. In fact, the legal technology insu
lating directors from personal liability has progressed since tl1l" mid-I 980s. 
Directors of public corporations no longer need to relv on the bw,iness judg
ment rule as a first line of defense, although business judgment In, become, 
if anything, even more prominent in shareholder litigation. This points to its 
second function in shareholder litigation, namely, providing coun-. with an 
efficient device for screening out dubious suits while allowing small numbers 
of promising actions to proceed. 
. 'Ye have no reason t~ believe that the business judgment rule has been 
mtentionally adapted to this screening function. Later chapters address some 
o~ the relevant mat~rials. But putting aside speculative conjectures. one might 
still won?er why, if the business judgment rule is the puppet master. we 
bother with the duty of care at all? lbis is the third mystery: Why {/111WUtlce 

a legal duty to behave as a reasonable director would behave hut a/J/JZJ' a rule 
that no good-faith decision gives rise to liability as long as no financial con
flict of interest is involved? 

" The answer must be that there is social value to announcing a standard 
\ Y~~ must act as a reasonable person would act") that is not enforced with a 
liability rule. But how, We sugg t h h d' . . · es t at w en corporate lawvers charge irec-
tors with their legal duty of care, most board members will decide how to act 
~:~d 0 ~ seve1:31 considerations, not on their risk of personal liability alone. 

ega sanctions such as personal reputation may affect some directors, but 
many more we suspect will b . ·gh 
thin h h, • e motivated by a simple desire to do the n t 

g w et er or not personal li bill" . . . a ty is at nsk. For such people, articulat111g 

11. There is an exception in cases . . . 
tors may have an "entrenchment interest~volvmg a change in corporate control. where direc-
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the standard of care has the pedagogic function of informing them just what 
"doing the right thing" means under the circumstances. 

7.4.2 The Duty of Care in Takeover Cases: A Note on 
Smith v. Van Gorkom 

One of the most interesting features of corporation law over the period 
1985-2000 has been the evolution of the law of directors' and officers' duties 
in the context of hostile takeover attempts. This story is told in Chapter 13 but 
will be prefaced here. It begins with an unusual 3-2 Delaware Supreme Court 
decision in 1985, Smith v. Van Gorkom, 12 which was met with considerable 
consternation by the corporate bar. Most corporate law casebooks include an 
edited version of Van Gorkom in their materials on the duty of care because 
it treats the directors' decision to sign a merger agreement as a breach of their 
duty of care. Thus, the opinion announces itself to be one about the duty of 
care - and a unique one at that, insofar as it holds financially disinterested 
directors personally liable for the consequences of their business decision. By 
contrast, we believe that subsequent developments have shown Smith v. Van 
Gorkom to be the first in a series of cases in which the Delaware courts strug
gled to work out a new corporate law of takeovers. Thus, Van Gorkom has 
little to teach about the duty of care in ordinary business decisions of the sort 
addressed hy Kamin and Gagliardi. Nevertheless, because Van Gorkom is 
an important case that employs the vocabulary of the duty of care, we briefly 
describL' it here. 

Vim Gorkom arose from an agreement between the Trans Union 
Corporation and a corporation controlled by the Pritzker family of Chicago. 
Trans t · nion had among its assets a substantial net operating loss (NOL) that, 
under the tax law of the day, could be carried forward for only a limited 
number of years. During that period, however, the loss could be used to 
reduce current taxable income. Unhappily, Trans Union was not producing 
enough net income to use up the carryforward, and thus a valuable asset (the 
NOL) was being wasted. Trans Union was managed by a board comprised of 
senior business luminaries from the Chicago area and had as a CEO Jerome 
Van Gorkom, who had headed the firm for a long time and was now looking 
toward retirement. The stock had been selling at about $35 per share. Van 
Gorkom. with little outside advice (no investment banker, no outside lawyer) 
and little advice from senior staff, set about to arrange a merger agreement 
With Mr. Pritzker's entity. He discussed the matter with Mr. Jay Pritzker, the 
leader of the family's business, and Pritzker offered Van _Gorkom the cash 
price that Van Gorkom asked for $55 per share. At a qmckly called board 
meeting, the board approved the ;ransaction and app~oved certain "deal pro
tection'' features in the merger agreement (see Sec.lion 12.6.5 .below). N.o 
director was alleged to have any financial relationship to Mr. Pritzker or his 
companies. 

12. 488 A.2d 858 (Del. 1985). 
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Th · ortance of this obligation is greater in the corpor,ttion than in 
e unp ct· ., ·ti· 

the simple agency relationship bec~use ~orporate irect~>~s ;~~u
1 

~>I cers (lik~ 
trustees) tend to exercise greater discretion than do ordma~ agt'. nts. In addi
tion, the duty of loyalty is more complex in the corporate c~>ntext for two 
reasons. First although the corporation is a fictional legal entity. real people 
invest in it. s~me invest financial assets by buying the corporation· s debt or 
equity, while others invest human capi~ ove~ their years of employment. 
communities may invest in the corporauon with roads. schools. tax abate
ments, etc. Thus, when we say that directors owe a duty of loyalty. the logical 
first question is, "Loyalty to whom?" The second reason the. duty _of loy;_lity is 
more complex in the corporate context relates to the question ot how 1t can 
be enforced-to whomever it is owed. The enforcement problem is espe
cially pressing in large public corporations, where many constituencies tend 
to be fragmented and unorganized. 

8.1 DU1Y TO WHOM? 

To whom do directors owe loyalty? The short answer is that they owe their 
duty to the corporation as a legal entity.1 Yet the meaning of that answer is 
still disputed today. The "corporation" has multiple constituencies with often 
conflicting interests, including stockholders, creditors. employtTS. suppliers, 
and customers. To say that directors owe loyalty to the corporation masks 
conflicts among these constituencies. Happily, in many cases. these conflicts 
can be reconciled in practice. For a solvent firm, if corporate liability rules, 
reputation, and contract lead firms to take into account the full effects of 
their activities on all constituencies, then shareholders. as residual claimants, 
will only get paid after satisfying the firm's obligations to all other constitu· 
encies. In this situation, it makes little difference whether managers think of 
themselves as furthering long-term shareholder interests or furthering multi· 
constituency long-term interests. 

The question of whose interests ultimately count is of practical impor
tance when the corporation faces insolvency (when by definition there may 
not be enou_gh co~orate assets to satisfy all of the corporation·s obligations 
to ~ constituencies) or when it contemplates a terminal transaction for 
eqmty in_vestors, _such as a cash merger (when equity investors will no longer 
have _an mterest m the future welfare of the corporation or its other constit· 
uenc1~s) o~ where contract, r~putation, or corporate liability rules do not 
e~ectively mduce firms to take mto account their effects on other constituen· 
cies. Alth~ugh these examples counsel for reform in their respective areas of 
law (~.g., m~olvency, corporate liability), they are also examples of when the 
question of Duty to whom?" may be most acute. 

1. In some circumstances dire . h 
disclose information about a tra' . ctors deal Wtth stockholders directly. as when t ey 
directors owe a duty directly to ~actmn that requires shareholder approval. In these cases. 
Litigation, 2000 WL 130629 (D sl Carheholders. See In re Cencom Cable Income Partners, L.f. 

e · · Jan. 27, 2000). 
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8.1.1 The Shareholder Primacy Norm 

That director loyalty to the "corporation" is, ultimately, loyalty to 
equity investors is an important theme of U.S. corporate law. Shareholders, 
after all, elect the boards of directors in U.S. corporations, as they do in 
almost all other jurisdictions. But exactly what additional weight the norm of 
shareholder primacy carries in corporate law is not always clear. Delaware 
law and that of a minority of other U.S. jurisdictions make the centrality of 
shareholder interests in defining the duties of corporate directors clear as 
an ahstract proposition. 2 By contrast, 28 states have adopted so-called con
stituency statutes that suggest that shareholder primacy is itself a matter of 
board discretion. 3 But these constituency statutes are themselves a legacy 
of a period between 1985 and 1990, when management feared that greater 
board discretion was needed to defend against hostile takeovers. With the 
emergence of stronger legal defenses against takeovers, the dynamic favor
ing looser constraints on the formal obligations of boards also lost its force, 
although not before leaving its mark on many state statutes (not including 
Delaware, of course). 

For most of the history of American corporate law, the dominant role 
of shareholder interests in defining the duties of directors has more closely 
resemhled a deep but implicit norm rather than a legal rule in any conven
tional sense. In 1919, the Supreme Court of Michigan recognized this value 
explicitly as a rule in the famous case of Dodge v. Ford Motor Co. 4 The 
Dodge brothers, who held 10 percent of the shares in Ford Motor Company, 
had sued to force Ford's board to declare a dividend out of a large pool 
of earnings that had been retained to fund new projects and to "finance" 
price reductions on Ford products. Henry Ford, Ford's controlling share
holder. explained his decision to eliminate special dividends on the grounds 
that Ford had an obligation to share its success "with the public" through 
price reductions. Taking this claim at face value (see sidebar: The Dodge 
Brothers and Henry Ford), the Dodge brothers alleged that Ford's directors 
had wrongfully subordinated shareholder interests to those of consumers by 
holding back dividends. The court agreed and affirmed the primacy of the 
shareholders' interests: 

[I]t is not within the lawful powers of a board to shape and conduct the affair~ 
of a corporation for the merely incidental benefit of shareholders ~d for the pri
mary purpose of benefiting others, and no one ~ill conte_nd that, if the avowed 
purpose of the defendant directors was to sacrifice the mterests of sharehold
ers, it would not be the duty of the courts to interfere.

5 

2 S · Th D soifDenial· The Need/or a Clear-Eyed Understanding . ee,e.g.,LeoStrme, e anger · . 
of tbe Power and Accountability Structure Established by the Delaware General Corporation 
Law, 50 Wake Forest L. Rev. 761 (2015). . ? Th 

3 Wb l the Corporation Managed tn 2020.: e Debate . See Edward Rock, For om s 
over Corporate Purpose, (NYU Law School Working Paper 2020). 

4. 204 ~Heh. 459, 170 N.W. 668 (1919). 
5. Id. at 507. 
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IBE DODGE BROTHERS AND HENRY FORD 

The Dodge brothers, Horace and John, opened a ~mall machine shop 
in Detroit Michigan, in 1901. Their first product was a bu:yde wnh an inno
vative ball bearing machine, but they quickly moved into the growing auto
mobile industry. Ransom Eli Olds, maker of the Oldsmobile. contracted with 
the Dodge brothers to make transmissions for his Oldsmobile in 1902. And 
shortly thereafter, the Dodge brothers became intrigued by Henry Ford's pro
totype for a new car and engine. The Dodge brothers ga\'e Ford automobile 
parts and cash in return for a 10 percent stake in Ford Motor Company. Dodge 
manufactured every part of the Ford car except for the wooden scats and the 
rubber tires. Sales quickly exploded, and the Dodges' 10 percent stake in Ford 
became one of the most lucrative investments in business history. 

Over the years, the Dodge brothers suggested se\'eral impron:-ments to 
the Model T, which Ford refused to implement. In 191 i. the Dodge brothers 
announced that they would stop building cars for Ford. and would design, 
build, and sell their own car. In 1914, the first Dodge cars rolled ( >ff the assem
bly line. They were quickly judged to be better than the .Model Tin every way, 
and only $100 more. Ford was not happy that the di\'idends he paid to the 
Dodge brothers were being used to bankroll his competition. In 1916. Ford 
announced that his company would stop paying dividends. in an attempt to 
cut off the cash flow that fueled his rivals' business. The mm-e set the stage for 
the "trial of the century" (up to 1919) in Dodge v. Ford .Hotor (,,) 

Dodge is in all corporate law casebooks for a reason: there an: few other 
opinions that actually enforce shareholder primacy as a rule of law - that is. to 
predicate liability on its breach. Moreover, Dodge is an old opinion. A hoard's 
good-faith decision today to use retained earnings to fund in\'estmcnts. price 
reductions, or even increased employee wages would easil\' he ju,titicd as a 
device to increase long-term corporate earnings and. as su~h. would he seen 
as legitimate business judgment, immune from shareholder attack.:\ question 
of loyalty would arise only in the odd circumstance that the hoard claimed 
to advance non-shareholder interests over those of shareholders. Thus. Dodge 
v. Ford Motor Co. is unique precisely because Mr. Ford announced that he was 
acting in the interests of non-shareholders.Today, when hedge funds like Elliott 
Manageme?-t Corp. push multinational corporations like Hvundai "1otor Group 
to double its proposed dividend to "unlock value" for sh~reholders. their pri· 
mary tactic is n~t litigation of the Dodge v. Ford Motor Co. tvpe. hut organizing 
shareholder votmg power. · 

os ,;'he norm of s~eholder Primacy dominated discussion of the "pur
p e o~U.S. corporations during the recent past but it never full,· eclipsed a 
c

11
ompet1?-g norm: the view that directors must act to advance the· interests of 

a constituencies in the c · · · orporat10n, not JUSt the shareholders.<, As we wnte 

6. The classic discussion of this b' . 
E. Merrick Dodd of Harvard su Ject 1S the Depression-era debate benveen Professor 
Corporate Powers as Powers :d1rrofe:r Adolf Berle of Columbia. See Adopf A. Berle, 
Whom Are Corporate Mana er rust, Harv. L. Rev. 1049 (1931): E. Merrick Dodd. for 
Whom Corporate Mana er/Ar: Trustees~, 45 Harv. L. Rev. 1145 (1932): Adolf A. Berle: for 
ture on this subject is vofununous T;ustees. A Note, 45 Harv. L. Rev. 1365 (19.~2). The htera· 

· or a recap of the issue in the age of hostile takeovers. see 
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today. this "stakeholder" conception of corporate purpose that prevailed from 
roughly 1940-1970 has made a remarkable comeback. From this perspective, 
the corporation is more than a private contract; the state bestows the sta
tus of legal entity, including limited liability, on the corporation in order to 
advance the public interest by enabling the board to protect all corporate 
constituencies, not just shareholders. Of course, sophisticated proponents of 
the shareholder primacy goal agree that the state is entitled to craft the duty 
of directors in any way it chooses. They argue, however, that framing the 
board· s mission as maximizing shareholder welfare also serves to maximize 
the welfare of other corporate constituencies and society as a whole. We sum
marize how corporate law and civil society have responded to this tension 
in four contexts: charitable corporate giving, legal release as in the case of 
constituency statutes, current pronouncements by influential interest groups 
in management and finance, and the rise of new forms of business enterprise, 
such as the Public Benefit Corporation, which explicitly allow for consider
ation of the interests of other constituencies (and public benefits) along with 
shareholders' interests. 

8.1.2 Charitable Contributions 

Dodge l'. Ford Motor Co. is an unusual case. A more common arena of 
conflict between different conceptions of corporate purpose and director loy
alty prior to the 1980s involved corporate charitable giving. Here one might 
ask: How can directors ever justify giving away some of the corporation's 
profits to worthy causes (which many firms do) if their principal duty is owed 
to shareholders? Unsurprisingly, when faced with defendant directors who, 
unlike I lenry Ford, justified their actions by reference to long-term corporate 
benefits. courts have deferred to director action. The following excerpt deals 
with a small grant to Princeton University by the A.P. Smith Manufacturing Co. 

A.P. SMITH MANUFACTURING CO. v. BARLOW 
98 A.2d 581 (NJ. 1953) 

]ACOBS, }.: · 

The objecting stockholders have not disputed any of the for~gom~ te~
timony nor the showing of great need by Princeton and _other _pnvate mst1-
tutions of higher learning and the important public. serv1~e _bemg rendered 
by them for democratic government and industry alike. Similarly, they have 

William T. Allen. Our Schizophrenic Con_ception of t~e tu:ne~sk~dd~r;::~~~!h;~~:i 
L. Rev. 261 (1992). For a law-and-econ01rucs defense o t e . emc. see Ma aret M Blair & 
tors must reconcile the interests of disparate corporate conlstttue8n5cV1es, L Rev 147 (1999) For 
Lynn A s ,,, d · Th ory oifCorporate aw, a. · · · 

. , tout, A ,earn Pro uctzon e . . d . t the future development of 
a co t · · h h Id nm· acy 15 likely to omma e n rastmg view that s are o er P . . kman The End of History for Corporate 
corporate law, see Henry Hansmann & Rem1er H. Kraa • 
Law, 89 Geo. L.J. 439 (2001). 
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8.1.3 Constituency Statutes 

As noted above, the question "To whom do dir~ctors owe loyalty?" 
acquired much more economic importance in the hosule leveraged buyout 
transactions of the 1980s. In these transactions, buyers would typically offer 
shareholders a high premium price for their shares and then. when they had 
control, sell off significant assets, lay off workers, increase debt on the compa
ny's balance sheet, and replace senior management. Thus these transactions 
advantaged shareholders but left employees out of work and creditors to face 
an increased risk of default and bankruptcy.~ 

In many of these 1980s transactions, senior managers found them
selves in the same precarious position as other non-shareholder stakeholders. 
Naturally, these managers often resisted being taken over. hut in justifying 
their resistance to high-premium cash offers, they could not pnsuasively 
resort to a vision of maximizing long-term economic value of share holders (as 
managers had long done for making charitable contributions). Thus. manage
rial advocates turned to the rationale that directors owe loyalty to something 
apart from the shareholders alone: the corporation, undnstood as a combi
nation of all its stakeholders-creditors, shareholders. managt:rs. workers, 
suppliers, and customers. Although, to be fair, the doctrinal logic of treating 
the corporation as legal person separate from its shareholders might seem to 
invite such a conclusion. 

With remarkable speed, state legislatures rode to the rescue of managers 
and other non-shareholder constituencies by enacting statutes that provided, 
in varying terms, that directors have the power (but not the obligation) to 
balance the interests of non-shareholder constituencies against the interests 
of shareholders in setting corporate policy.8 These statutes may or may not 
br~ak with. our venerable legal tradition of shareholder primacy. :\ conser
vative readmg of them is that they merely reassert the board's traditional 
freedom to deal with non-shareholder constituencies in whaten·r manner 
it believes best advances the long-term interests of the corporation·s share
holders. By contrast, the Corporation Law Committee of the American Bar 
Associati?n refused to include a constituency provision in the :\lode! Business 
~orporat10n Act on the grounds that this would break sharplv with the tradi
tion 

9
ofU.S. corporate law and would undermine much of the ~stahlished case 

~aw. We deal with the constituency problem in greater depth in Chapter 13, 
m the context of hostile corporate takeovers. 

7. See Andrei Shleifer & la H . , . 
in Corporate Takeovers: Causes a wrence · Summers, Breach of Trust in l/ustrle 1 akeovers, 

8. Delaware has not ado t~d Conseq~ences, pp. 33-56 (Alan J. Auerbach ed .. 1988). 
Court has stated that in er r P d ka constituency statute. However. the Delaware Supreme 
corporate constituen~ies 0~~~!!~ ;over defenses, the board may consider the i~tere~ts of 
long-term shareholder value U 

I 
Jareholders as long as these have some relauonsh1p to 

For an argument that the D~l nocatakorp. v. Mesa Petroleum Co., 493 A.2d 946 (Del. 1985). 
shareholder primacy norm sea~re eover cases implicitly adopt a paternalistic form of the 
Law: The Uncertain Search f:r Hr;;,:d S. Black & Reinier H. Kraakman. Delau·rll'e ·s Takeover 

9. Corporation Law Comm·tten Value,% Nw. U. L. Rev. 521. 52'7-528 (2002). 
Constituencies Statutes 45 Bus 1a' e

2
e of the American Bar Association. Report: Other 

' · W. 253 (1990). 
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QUESTION ON CONSTITUENCY STATUTES 

Given that U.S. constituency statutes do not enable constituencies 
other than shareholders to sue directors for breach of fiduciary duty, what 
have these other constituencies gained? Who represents their concerns? 
Does this _color your opini~n of these statutes? Recent evidence suggests 
that constituency statutes did not benefit constituencies, but rather share
holders. management, and the board. See Lucian A. Bebchuk, Kobi Kastiel & 
Roherto Tallarita, For Whom Corporate Leaders Bargain (Working Paper, 
August 19, 2020). 

8.1.4 A Broad Vision of Corporate Purpose Gains 
New Friends in High Places 

In the past few years, financial powerhouses such as the major asset man
agers and managerial associations such as the Business Roundtable -which 
includes the CEOs of many of America's largest companies-have joined 
the conversation about "corporate purpose," and by implication about the 
duties of corporate directors. Consider the following excerpts from a letter 
to American CEOs authored by Laurence Fink, the CEO of BlackRock, argu
ably the world's largest asset manager, and the contrast between the Business 
Roundtahle's most recent pronouncement on corporate purpose and the 
prior statement that it replaces. 

IAURENCE FINK, A FUNDAMENTAL RESHAPING 
OF FINANCE (LE1TER TO CEOS), JAN. 2020 

Dear CEO, 
As an asset manager, BlackRock invests on behalf of others, and I am 

writing to you as an advisor and fiduciary to these clients .... 
We helieve that all investors, along with regulators, insurers, and the 

public, need a clearer picture of how companies are managing sustainability
related questions. This data should extend beyond climate to questions around 
how each company serves its full set of stakeholders, such as the diversity of 
its workforce, the sustainability of its supply chain, or how well it protects its 
customers' data. Each company's prospects for growth are inextricable from 
its ability to operate sustainably and serve its full set of stakeh~lders. . 

The importance of serving stakeholders and e~bracmg purpose ~s 
becoming increasingly central to the way that comparues understand their 
role in society. As I have written in past letters, a company c~ot 
~chieve long-term profits without embracing purpose and c~>ns1der-
1t1g the needs of a broad range of stakeholders. A pharmaceutical com
pany that hikes prices ruthlessly, a mining company that shortc~an_ges safety, 
a bank that fails to respect its clients - these companies ~ay maxtm1z~ returns 
in the short term. But, as we have seen again and agam, these actions that 
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damage society will catch up with a company and des~roy shareholder value. 
By contrast, a strong sense of purpose and_ a comnutment to st'.tkeholders 
helps a company connect more deeply to its customers and ;~d1ust to the 
changing demands of society. Ultimately, purpose is the cngmc of long
term profitability ... [emphasis in the original]. 

111E BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE, STATEMENT 0.:1\1 THE 
PURPOSE OF A CORPORATION (AUG. 2019) 

Americans deserve an economy that allows each person to sucn·ed through 
hard work and creativity and to lead a life of meaning and dignity. \\'e helieve 
the free-market system is the best means of gener.lli.ng good johs. a strong 
and sustainable economy, innovation, a healthy environment and economic 
opportunity for all .... 

While each of our individual companies serves its own corporate pur
pose, we share a fundamental commitment to all of our stakeholders. We 
commit to: 

• Delivering value to our customers. We will further the tradition of 
American companies leading the way in meeting or excenling customer 
expectations. 

• Investing in our employees. 1bis starts with compensating them fairly and 
providing important benefits. It also includes supporting them through 
training and education that help develop new skills for a rapid I, changing 
world. We foster diversity and inclusion, dignity and respect. 

• Dealing fairly and ethically with our suppliers. We are dedicatl'(.l to serv
ing as good partners to the other companies, large and small. that help us 
meet our missions. 

• Supporting t~~ communities in which we work. We respect the people in 
our C_?mmurut1es and protect the environment by embracing sustainable 
practices across our businesses. 

• Generating lon~-term ':alue for shareholders, who provide the capital that 
allows comparues to mvest, grow and innovate. We are committed to 
transparency and effective engagement with shareholders. 

Each of our stakeholders is essential. We commit to deliver value to all of them, 
for the future success of our c · · · . omparues, our commurut1es and our country. 

Signed by 181 CEO members 

As Professor Edward Rock has observed: 10 

"To understand why the Bu · R 
much attention [in 20191 it smess oundtable [BRTJ statement attracted s.o 

' must be compared to the Business Roundtable 5 

10. See Rock, supra note 3 at 2 . . 
unpacking the multiple levels on ;hich. Professor Rock's paper proYides helpful gmdance in 

the debate over corporate purpose occurs. 
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S~ptem?er 1997 stat~m~nt in which the BRT stated that 'the principal objective 
ot a busmess enterpnse 1s to generate economic returns to its owners' and that: 

"In The Business R_oundtab!e's view, the paramount duty of management 
and of boards of directors 1s to the corporation's stockholders; the inter
ests of other stakeholders are relevant as a derivative of the duty to stock
holders. The notion that the board must somehow balance the interests 
of stockholders against the interests of other stakeholders fundamentally 
misconstrues the role of directors. It is, moreover, an unworkable notion 
because it would leave the board with no criterion for resolving conflicts 
between interests of stockholders and of other stakeholders or among 
different groups of stakeholders." 

NOTE AND QUESTIONS ON THE CORPORATE 
PURPOSE DEBATE 

The reinvigoration of the corporate purpose debate was presaged in part by 
the growth of investing that takes environmental, social, and governance (ESG) 
considerations into account (sometimes called socially responsible investing). 11 

Most of the major asset managers offer ESG-oriented funds whose strategies 
range from excluding portfolio investments in sectors raising ESG concerns 
(e.g., oil and gas, tobacco) to actively selecting firms for their portfolios that 
promise to integrate ESG into their underlying business models. ESG-oriented 
funds represent the fastest growing sector of the asset management business. 
Recent estimates suggest that these funds represent north of $1 trillion in assets 
under management with more growth predicted in years to come. 12 

In addition, many firms actively engage in corporate social responsibility 
(CSR). 1 ' This can take many forms including philanthropic activities, reducing 
harmful firm externalities (e.g., pollution), and weaving social responsibility 
into the firm's strategy and offerings. 

Although these developments, and the statements noted earlier, have 
led to more discussion on the corporation's purpose, whether this will just 
result in homilies or something more substantial in terms of business practice 
or the law is anybody's guess. It is noteworthy that former Chief Justice of 
the Delaware Supreme Court Leo Strine has argued that Delaware law is quite 
clear that "directors must make stockholder welfare their sole end, and that 

11. ( )n the growth of ESG-oriented investing, see Max M. Schanzenbach & R?bert 
H. Sitkoff. Reconciling Fiduciary Duty and Social Conscience: The Law and Economics of 
ESG lnl'esting bv a Trustee, 72 Stan. L. Rev. 381 (2020). . . . 

12. See Slobhan Riding, ESG Funds Attract Record Inflow_s Durmlf Crisis, Fmanc1al 
Times. August 10, 2020; Why Covid-19 Could Prov~ to Be a Ma1or Turning Point Jo~ ESG 
Investing J p M (] 1 1 2020) https://www.Jpmorgan.com/globaVresearch/cov1d-19-

• . . 1 organ u y , , ·a1 . s H I 
esg-investing. Both passive and active ESG funds have seen substantt mcreases. ee aze 
Bradford, Passive ESG on the Rise-Report, Pensions & Investments'. July 28, 2020. 

13. The CSR literature is vast. See, e.g., Allen Ferrell, Hao Liang & Luc Renneboog, 
Sociat~v Responsible Firms, 122 J. Fin. Econ. 585 (2016): Hao Liang & Luc Renneboog, On the 
Foundations of Corporate Social Responsibility, 72 J. Fm. 853 (20l 7). 
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other interests may be taken into consideration only as. a means of promoting 
stock:holderwelfare."14 Further, he argues that pretendmg that Delaware case 
law and the DGCL are otherwise is likely to distract and obscure from the 
reforms that would be more productive- tightening the regulation of exter
nalities (e.g., strengthening corporate liability rules) and dev~loping new busi
ness entities that explicitly allow directors to take account ot non-shareholder 
interests, such as perhaps the public benefit corporation discussed below. 1' 

l. A plausible guess is that half of the U.S. public equity that BlackRock 
manages are stocks in Delaware corporations. The DGCL dot's not include a 
constituency provision authorizing boards to balance the conflicting interests 
of corporate stakeholders at their discretion. Is the weight that Ltrry Fink 
attaches to stakeholder interests consistent with Delaware law? 

2. In Mr. Fink's view, combating environmental degr.idation. and global 
warming in particular, should receive top priority in any formulation of cor
porate purposes. But consider an international oil and gas company such as 
Exxon. Would the directors of such companies violate their fiduciary duties 
if they announced that in light of the threat that all corpor.itions faced from 
global warming, they would discontinue ongoing profitable drilling activities 
and divert their substantial exploratory drilling budgets to acquiring renew
able energy companies? 

3. Should pension fund trustees be free to entmst the management of 
their assets to BlackRock funds promising only to invest in portfolio compa
nies with the highest third-party ESG ratings, i.e., ratings for best conduct on 
environmental, social, and governance metrics?''' 

4. Is the Business Roundtable's 2019 formulation of a shared compo
nent of corporate purpose among its members materiallv different from that 
~dvocated by Bla~kRock? Is it consistent with Delaware ~orporatc law? And, 
if so, was the Busmess Roundtable's standing definition of corporate purpose 
between 1997-2019 also consistent with Delaware law? 

5. Should the courts take notice of the views of the CEO membership of 
the Business Roundtable, as opposed to the firms for which thev work. when 
a?dressing issues ~elated to the purpose of the corporation or tl~e duties of its 
directors? See Lucian Bebchuk & Roberto Tallarita, "Stakebnlder ·· Capitalism 
Seems Mostly for Show, Wall St.]., August 6, 2020. Should the courts be con
~e~ed that t?e focus on stakeholders and corporate purpose mav he used to 
J~stify op~osmg hedge fund activism (or shareholder activism m~>re broadly) 
discussed m Chapter 6? 

14. Leo Strine, The Dangers of Dent l· Tb · if th 
Power andAccountabilt St a e Need for a Clear-Eyed Understandmg o e 
50 Wake Forest L Rev 76tyl 7r68uct(u2re Established by the Delaware General Corporation Law, 

· · , 015). 
15. See id. at 38-40. 
16. There are many ESG ratin . .. & 

Roberto Rigobon Aggre ate C gs available-see, e.g., Florian Berg. Julian Kolbe! 
Available at SSRN· https~/ssm ~nr::;:n: The Divergence of ESG Ratings (\,fay J-:'. 2020). 
ences ESG investhlg thr~ugh i~ ore a tract=343~533. The Department of Labor also influ: 
proposed rules that according to guI tlon of retirement plan investing and it has recent!} 
Comment Letter to DOL, Harv. 1.a:~:~ppearto burden ESG investing. See Jeffrey P. \1ahoney, 

ool Forum on Corp. Gov., August 13. 2020. 
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. I~ ~ight of the corporate purpose debate, one might ask: What if a group 
of_md1v1duals :W~nted ~o form~ for-profit corporation with the aim of pur
srnng some m1ss1on-dnven busmess (say, a delivery service with a minimal 
carbon footprint)- could they do so under standard corporate law statutes? 
They probably could if they tried hard enough. They might carefully specify a 
narrow business purpose in the company charter and lock up control in the 
hands of directors who could be relied upon to support this purpose. This 
might mean allocating voting control to disinterested trustees. But the draft
ing challenges involved would be considerable. Of course, there is always 
the alternative of forming a nonprofit corporation. But suppose our socially 
minded entrepreneurs wished the managers of their firm to seek profit in the 
name of efficiency. Combining these objectives with the framework of for
profit corporation statutes is not easy. 

Starting in 2010, state legislatures began making this easier by providing 
a standard form corporation, generally called a Public Benefit Corporation 
(PB Corp), which in default provides provisions facilitating this sort of com
mitment.,- Delaware's statute is memorialized in DGCL §§361-368. Generally, 
a PB ( :orp is formed like other corporations and its shareholders elect the 
directors, who have the customary broad authority. A major difference is that 
the statutes contemplate the inclusion in the corporation's charter of one or 
more specific social purposes along with the profit-making purpose. There is 
in this case, then, a fiduciary obligation of the directors to the corporation and 
its shareholders to pursue that purpose in addition to shareholder long-term 
gain.'" This gives directors and officers of PB Corps explicit legal protection 
to pursue the stated social mission and to consider additional stakeholders as 
well as equity investors. 

Management enjoys more protection in a PB Corp in other ways too. For 
example. derivative suits by shareholders may only be initiated by sharehold
ers owning the lesser of 2 percent of the company's shares or $2,000,000 in 
value of those shares. (We will see in Chapter 10 that there is no such lim
itation with respect to ordinary business corporations.) PB Corps managers 
also used to enjoy some protection from hostile takeovers because PB Corps 
required a supermajority shareholder vote- a two-third's vote rather than 
the conventional majority vote - to app~ove a ?1~rger or charter ~mendm~nt. 
However, in 2020 Delaware removed this restnct10n and now a simple maJor
ity is all that is required (absent a contrary provision in the PB Corp charter). 

17. A PB Corp is different from a "B Corp" which is a certification used by B Lab 
discussed below. . . 

18. section 36S(a) of the DGCL provides: "The board of directors shall manage or direct 
the business and affairs of the public benefit corporation in a ma~er that balances the pecu
niary interests of the stockholders, the best interests of those maten~lly ~ect~d ~y the ~orpo
ration's conduct. and the specific public benefit or public benefits identified m its certificate 
of incorporation." 
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B t hil the PB corp may provide some protections, in the end if a sufficient 
u w e thi & • lf ·u h ber of the investors want to cash out, s 1orm 1tse w1 not stop t at. 

num Moreover directors of PB Corps face additional but limited reporting 
requirements. Tuey must make periodic reports to t~eir shar~holders about 
the activities they have undertaken to advance the social commitments named 
in their charters. Under the DGCL, such disclosures must be mack every two 
years. See DGCL §366. Statutes in som~ other states man~ate an o~nside audit 
of such reports. See, e.g., New Yorks BSC § 1708(2). l he D<,CL does not 
require an audit. Nonetheless, third-party certifications for ESG-related mat
ters are available. One of the best known is the "B Corpor,ltion ·· certification 
provided by the nonprofit organization B Lab, which has gr . .mted over 3,000 
such certifications in over 70 countries. 19 

Increasing public attention led Delaware to amend the.: PB < :orps provi
sions of the DGCL in 2020. The new amendments allow PB Corps to convert 
into a regular corporation and vice versa with a simple majority ,·otc.: (as com
pared to the two-thirds vote needed in the earlier version law). The amend
ments also clarify and further limit the potential liability of dirc.:ctors. "" 

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON PUBLIC BENEFITCORP<)RA71().\'S 

1. In light of the broad discretion granted to corporate.: directors under 
the business judgment rule (see Chapter 7) and the capacious interpretation 
of shareholders' interests witnessed in Barlow, what additional discretion is 
being granted to directors in a PB Corp? Is it simply that PB Corp directors 
do not need to come up with a reason for how investing in the public ben
efit work or considering stakeholders' interests furthers shareholders· inter
ests? Consider eBay Holdings, Inc. v. Newmark 16 A.3d I (Del. < :h. 2010), 
wherein the founders and controllers of Craigslist, Inc. resisted attempts by a 
large minority shareholder (eBay) to push for profit-maximization. The found
~~ ~onceiv~d of the ~ as a community service, rather than a profit-max
im1Z1ng entity, but failed to note that in their charter and incorporJted as 
a standard J?el~ware corporation. They attempted to block any attempts to 
remake Craigslist, Inc. by adopting takeover defenses that would have left 
the firm focused on community benefit into the indefinite future. The Court 
of Chan~ery r_efus~d to go along. It held that since Craigslist was a Delaware 
corporation, its directors had an obligation to earn profits. Had Craigslist 
been f?rmed as a PB Corp, the result would have been otherwise. Of course, 
that raises the question of whether the founders could have come up with a 

19. See https://bcorporation.net/. 
20. For example absent a confli t f . . 

ment" is not treated a~ evidence of b c 0
. interest, failing to satisfy the ·balancing reqmre· 

specifically indicates Thus di . t ad faith or a duty of loyalty breach unless the charter 
or §145 indemnification f~r t 1

~t~s_ted directors can avail themselves of§ 102(b)(7) w~ivers 
"interested" just because she uc c rums. Further, for a balancing decision. a director 1s not 
conflict of interest if the corpo~s corporation stock (unless such ownership would create a 

orat10n were not PB c . Jimi· nates appraisal rights. We discus . . a orp). When a firm converts 1t also e 
s appraisal m Chapter 12. 
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plausible explanation for how their model benefited shareholder interests 
Can you? · 

2. In addition to legislative developments, a couple of PB Corps, such as 
Lemonade, have recently conducted initial public offerings (IPOs). Lemonade 
is a PB Corp that aims to "harness novel business models, technologies and 
private-nonprofit partnerships to deliver insurance products where charitable 
giving is a core feature, for the benefit of communities and their common 
causes." In its IPO, Lemonade disclosed that its directors "have a fiduciary 
duty to consider not only the stockholders' interests, but also the compa
ny's specific public benefit and the interests of other stakeholders affected 
by its actions . . . [Further, if there is] a conflict between [these] inter
ests ... [Lemonade's] directors must only make informed and disinterested 
decisions that serve a rational purpose; thus, there is no guarantee such a con
flict would be resolved in favor of [Lemonade's] stockholders." Lemonade's 
IPO was initially well received by the market, though it has cooled since 
then. 21 Does that suggest the market values broad directorial duties? Or alter
natively, might it suggest that the markets expect that Lemonade's directors 
will behave in much the same way regardless of the company's status as a 
public benefit corporation? 

:,. Can Delaware public benefit corporations make credible commit
ments? If the directors are elected by a majority vote and the majority of 
shareholders wish to discontinue the firm's public benefit work, can the com
pany do otherwise? Further, if a majority of shareholders elect directors who 
champion a charter amendment to substitute a new public benefit for the one 
currently specified in the charter, can minority shareholders faithful to the 
original benefit enjoin the proposed charter amendment? 

8.2 SELF-DEALING TRANSACTIONS 

We return now to the traditional model of business corporations in which 
investors are presumed to be seeking, and directors are obliged to seek, only 
long-term financial gain. Sometimes directors or controlling shareholders 
purport to advance shareholder interests by themselves engaging in transac
tions with the corporation. These related-party transactions offer t~e para~ig
matic circumstance in which courts are required to assess compliance with 
the duty of loyalty. These cases show that, even if the l~gal primac! ~f share
holder interests over those of other constituencies remams uncertam m some 
cases, it is quite clear that directors and corporate officers :111ay not be;11efit 
financially at the expense of the corporation in these self-dealing transactions. 
The danger in such transactions is apparent, but how should the law deal 

21. See Wallace Witkowski, Lemonade Logs Best U.S. !PO Debut of 2020 with More 
Than J 40% Gain, MarketWatch (July 2, 2020). on its opening da~, Lemonade closed at $69.41, 
but by the end of August 2020 it was trading at around $57 (havmg reached a peak of $96.51 
on July 7, 202o). See David M~adel, Don't Try to Squeeze Profits Out of Lemonade Shares, 
InvestorPlace, September 1, 2020. 
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with it? It might simply prohibit all (~ect or ~direct) tr~ns'.ictions between 
directors or officers and the corporation. This would ehmmate the oppor
tunity for insider opportunism, but it would do ~o at the cost of preve?ting 
some mutually beneficial transactions, as when dtrect<:>rs a_re more confident 
about a corporation's prospects than banks or outside investors. A more 
nuanced, if operationally more difficult, approach would be to permit inter
ested transactions that are "fair" to the corporation but to proscribe those 
that are not. 

In rationally choosing between these possible legal mks one should also 
consider the costs of administering the rule chosen. Ideally. the kgal regime 
should be simple (like the preclusion alternative) but discriminating (like the 
screening alternative), and it should operate without requiring ( or inviting) 
litigation in every such transaction. The evolution of fiduciary law of director 
self-dealing can be seen as an attempt to balance these three interests. 

8.2.1 The Disclosure Requirement 

The law has tended to adopt some version of the screening alternative. 
That is, boards of directors may approve transactions between the corpora
tion and one or more directors or officers. But they may only approve such 
transactions as are fair to the corporation. What then should a court consider 
if a related-party transaction is challenged as unfair? The first requirement of 
valid authorization of a conflicted transaction is that the interested director 
makes full disclosure of all material facts of which she is aware at the time of 
authorization. But how far does this disclosure obligation reach; 

DENNEY,].: 

STATE EX REL HAYES OYSTER CO. v. 
KEYPOINT OYSTER CO. 
391 P.2d 979 (Wash. 1964) 

Verne Hayes was CEO, director, and 23 percent shareholder of Coast 
Oyster Co., a public company that owned several large ovster beds. Verne's 
employment contract barred him fr takin · · · Id . om g part m any business that wou 
~~mpete_ wit_h Coa_st except for his activities in Hayes Ovster Co .. a family 
S rporation m which he owned 25 percent of the share's and his brother, 
am, owned 75 percent. In the spring of 1960 when Coast was badly in 

need of cash to sar fy di ' , , 
P ul b is ere tors, Hayes suggested that Coast sell its Allyn and 

o s o oyster beds Hayes th di . ' , · 
h H ·. en scussed with Engman a Coast employee, 

ow o:7':u 0J::e[ 
1
might help Engman finance the purch~se. 

Allyn and Po~sbo b~~:~i· Coas~'s board approved Hayes's plan to sell the 
Engman, for $250 000 K~ypomt Oyster Co., a corporation to be formed by 
improving Coast's' ca h' pay~ _le $25,000 per year, with 5 percent interest, thus 

s position and reli · · ting the oysters in those beds O evmg it of the expenses of harves 
· n September 1, 1%0, Hayes and Engman agreed 
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that Keypoint's shares would be owned half by Engman and half by Hayes 
Oyster. At a Coast shareholders' meeting on October 21, 1960, the sharehold
ers approved the sale to Keypoint - Hayes voting his Coast shares and others 
for which. he he~d proxies (in total constituting a majority) in favor. At none 
of these times did any person connected with Coast (other than Hayes and 
Engman) know of Hayes's or Hayes Oyster's interest in Keypoint. 

In 1961 and 1962, Hayes sold his Coast shares and executed a settlement 
agreement with respect to his Coast employment contract. Shortly thereafter, 
Coast's new managers brought suit against Verne and Sam Hayes for their 
Keypoint shares and all profits obtained by Hayes as a result of the transac
tion. The trial court absolved Hayes of any breach of duty to Coast. 

Coast does not seek a rescission of the contract with Keypoint, nor does 
it question the adequacy of the consideration which Keypoint agreed to pay 
for the purchase of Allyn and Poulsbo, nor does Coast claim that it suffered 
any loss in the transaction. It does assert that Hayes, Coast's president, man
ager and director, acquired a secret profit and personal advantage to himself 
in the acquisition of the Keypoint stock by Hayes or Hayes Oyster in the side 
deal with Engman; and that such was in violation of his duty to Coast, and that, 
therefore, Hayes or Hayes Oyster should disgorge such secret profit to Coast. 

Certain basic concepts have long been recognized by courts throughout 
the land on the status of corporate officers and directors. They occupy a fidu
ciary relation to a private corporation and the shareholders thereof akin to 
that of a tmstee, and owe undivided loyalty, and a standard of behavior above 
that of the workaday world .... 

Directors and other officers of a private corporation cannot directly or 
indirectly acquire a profit for themselves or acquire any other personal advan
tage in dealings with others on behalf of the corporation .... 

Respondent [Hayes] is correct in his contention that this court has 
abolished the mechanical rule whereby any transaction involving corporate 
property in which a director has an interest is voidable at the option of the 
corporation. Such a contract cannot be voided if the director or officer can 
show that the transaction was fair to the corporation. However, nondisclo
sure bv an interested director or officer is, in itself, unfair. This wholesome 
rule c~n be applied automatically without any of the unsatisfactory results 
which flowed from a rigid bar against any self-dealing .... 

The trial court found that any negotiations between Hayes and Engman 
up to ... September 1, 1960, resulted in no binding agreement th~t Hayes 
would have any personal interest for himself o~ as a stoc~older m Hayes 
Oyster in the sale of Allyn and Poulsbo. The undisputed evidence, however, 
shows that Hayes knew he might have some inter~st in ~he ~ale. It would 
have been appropriate for Hayes to have disclosed his possible _mterest at the 
informal meeting in Long Beach on August 4, 1960, and p~1cularly at the 
meeting of coast's board of directors on August 11, 1960. It 1s ~ot ~ece_ssary, 
however, for us to decide this case on a consideration of Hayes obligation to 
Coast under the circumstances obtaining at that time. . 

Subsequent to the agreement with Engman, Hayes attended the meetmg 
of Coast stockholders on October 21, 1960, recommended the sale, and vo~ed 
a majority of the stock, including his own, in favor of the sale to Keypomt. 
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on the same day, ... he signed the contract which. a~ong ot~~r things, 
re uired Keypoint to pay 10 monthly payments amountmg to s_ -,.ooo per i to pay interest on [a] deferred balance at 5 percent. to make payments 
~: a~ option agreement which Coast had with one. Smith. ~o plant suffi~ient 
seed to produce 45,000 gallons of oysters per year, mfo~n < .oast ot plantm~s, 
furnish annual reports to Coast, operate the oysterlands m good workmanlike 
manner, keep improvements in repair, pay taxes, r~frain directly or indirectly 
from engaging in growing, processing or marketmg dehydrated oysters or 
oyster stew, give Coast first refusal on purchase of Keypoint oysters of I 0.000 
gallons per year or one-fourth of Keypoint's production. Titk was reserved in 
Coast until payment in full of the purchase price of $ 2 50. ooo. . . . 

At this juncture, Hayes was required to divulge his interest in Keypoint. 
His obligation to do so [arose] from the possibility, even probability. that 
some controversy might arise between Coast and Keypoint rdative to the 
numerous provisions of the executory contract. Coast sharehokkrs and direc
tors had the right to know of Hayes' interest in Keypoint in order to intelli
gently determine the advisability of retaining Hayes as president and manager 
under the circumstances, and to determine whether or not it was wise to 
enter into the contract at all, in view of Hayes' conduct. In all fairness. they 
were entitled to know that their president and director might he placed in a 
position where he must choose between the interest of Coast and Keypoint 
in conducting Coast's business with Keypoint. 

Furthermore, after receipt of the Keypoint stock. Hayes instructed the 
treasurer of Coast to make a payment on the Smith lease-option agreement 
which Keypoint was required to pay under the provisions of the<:< >ntract. This 
action by Hayes grew out of a promise which Hayes made to Engman during 
their negotiations before the sale to reduce the sale price becaust: 1 >f mortality 
of oysters on Allyn and Poulsbo. There was a clear conflict of interest. 

:'he cases relied upon by respondent are not opposed to the rule con
demnmg secrecy when an officer or director of a corporntion may profit in 
the sale of corporate assets. In Leppaluoto v. Eggleston. :;- \\·ash. 2d .193, 
~57 ~.2d ~25, Eggleston secretly chartered his own equipment to a corpora
tion m which he had one-half interest, for $25,000, without the knowledge of 
the owner of the remaining stock. We held that Eggleston was not required 
to return the $25,000 to the corporation because there was no proof that the 
charter arrangement was unfair or unreasonable and no proof that Eggleston 
ma.de any profit on the transaction and that, absent proof of loss to the corpo
ration or profit to Eggleston, no recovery could be had. In the case before us, 
profit to Haye_s or Hayes Oyster in acquiring 50 percent of Knpoint stock is 
clear and undisputed. . . . · 

d"It is ~e that Hayes hypothecated his stock in Coast to one of Coast's 
ere ~tors lll early ~ugust, 1%0. Undoubtedly, this aided Coast in placating its 
creditors at that tune and showed absence of an intent to defraud coast. It is 
not necessary, however that ffi . 
· d ' an ° cer or director of a corporation have an mtent to efraud or that an · · · 
director to violate his fid r lllJury_res~t t~ the corporation for an. officer ~r 
corporate property. . . . uciary obligation m secretly acquiring an interest ll1 

de~~~u!!!':n~ra:~! t~~dp~c!ple upon which the law proceeds in con-
. 

1 e ty lll the agent is what is aimed at. and as a 
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mean~ of_ secu~g it, the law will not permit the agent to place himself in a 
situat1~m_ 111 ":'hi~h he may be tempted by his own private interest to disregard 
that ot his prmc1pal. ... 

Respondent asserts that action by Coast shareholders was not necessary 
to bind _c?ast to the sale_ beca~se it had already been approved by Coast's 
board of directors. Assummg this to be true, Hayes' fiduciary status with Coast 
did not change. He could not place himself in an adverse position to Coast 
by acquiring an interest in the executory contract before the terms of said 
contract had been performed by Keypoint. Coast had the option to affirm the 
contract or seek rescission. It chose the former and can successfully invoke 
the principle that whatever a director or officer acquires by virtue of his fidu
ciary relation, except in open dealings with the company, belongs not to such 
director or officer, but to the company .... 

This mle appears to have universal application .... The trial court's 
finding that Hayes acted on behalf of Hayes Oyster in all of his negotiations 
with Engman subsequent to July, 1960, does not alter the situation. Sam 
Hayes knew that Verne Hayes was president and manager of Coast and owed 
complete devotion to the interests of Coast at the time Verne Hayes first 
approached him on the subject of sharing with Engman in the purchase of 
Allyn and Poulsbo. Sam Hayes knew and agreed that any interest of Verne 
Hayes or Hayes Oyster in Keypoint was to be kept secret and revealed to no 
one, including Coast. Sam Hayes authorized Verne Hayes to proceed with the 
deal on behalf of Hayes Oyster on this basis. Verne Hayes became the agent of 
Hayes Oyster in negotiating with Engman . 

. . . Every sound consideration of equity affects Hayes Oyster as well as 
Verne I Jayes. Neither can profit by the dereliction of Verne Hayes .... 

The decree and judgment of the trial court ... is reversed with direction 
to orckr Keypoint Oyster Company to issue a new certificate for 250 shares 
of its stock to Coast Oyster Company and cancel the certificates heretofore 
standing in the name of or assigned to Hayes Oyster Company .... 

QUES110NS ON STATE EX REL. HAYES OYSTER CO. v. 
KEYPOINT OYSTER CO. 

Why do courts consider nondisclosure per se unfair? Why shouldn't Hayes 
be granted the opportunity to show that the considerat~on received f?r the 
oyster beds was completely fair? After all, Hayes Oyster ts not attemptmg to 
rescind the sale. 

MEL VIN EISENBERG, SELF-INTERESTED TRANSACTIONS 
IN CORPORATE LAW 

13J. corp. L. 997, 997-1009 (1988) 

[W]hy isn't fairness of price enough withou~ full disclos~re? · · · 
[A] 1 h 40: • f n·ce was enough without full disclosure would ru e t at 1airness o P . , d 1 · 

in effect remove decision making from the corporation s hands an p ace 1t 
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· h h ds of the court. Many or most self-interested transactions involve 
m t e an f d" . I dif·· differentiated commodities. . . . In the case o commo tttes t 1at are_ 1~ren-
tiated, ... prices are invariably negotiated. The market may_ set ot'.ts1de limits 
on the price - at some point, the price the seller d_emands 1s so l~1gl~ that the 
buyer would prefer a market substitute, or the p~ce the huy_er 111s1sts upon 
is so low that the seller would prefer to market his commo<.hty to someone 
else- but within those limits the price will be indetenninahk prior to nego
tiation. Therefore, if by a "fair price" we mean the price that would have 
been arrived at by a buyer and a seller dealing at arm's length. in the case 
of a self-interested transaction involving a differentiated commodity. a court 
attempting to determine whether the price was fair can do no more than to 
say that the price was or was not within the range at which parties dealing at 
arm's length would have concluded a deal .... 

NOTES ON DISCLOSURE OF CONFLICTED TRAIVSAC11( JXS 

Requiring a corporate fiduciary to disclose his or her interest in a proposed 
transaction with the corporation is only the first step. The difficult question is 
just what must be disclosed beyond the simple fact of self-interest. For exam
ple, if a director (call him Jones) offers to buy 50 acres of the corporation's 
land at a price that he regards as fair, must he disclose his intended use of 
the property? What if Jones's cousin is a developer who has informed him of 
his plan for a large residential development in the neighborhood. which will 
make the property more valuable? Should Jones have to disclose hi~ cousin's 
plans? Does Jones have to disclose the highest price that he is willing to pay? 
What principle answers these questions? 

The fiduciary's role in negotiating a conflicted transaction with his cor
poration is not an easy one. Recall the singing phrases of Judge Cardozo in 
Meinhard v. Salmon: Some forms of behavior open to traders in the market 
are not available to fiduciaries. Among these forms is a range of disingenu
o~s actions that fall s~ort of fraud. The Delaware court's legal standard for 
disclosure by a conflicted fiduciary is that a director or controlling share
holder must disclose all material information relevant to the transaction.22 
In o~r example, a literal application of this language would require Jones 
to disclose both what he learned from his cousin and the highest price 
he would pay. But such a requirement, since it would tend to remove the 
prospects of any be~efit to the fiduciary, might radically reduce the number 
of mutually beneficial transactions offered. See Weinberger l'. UOP, Inc., 
457 A._2d 701 (Del. 1983) (en bane) later in this chapter. 2·' So. courts would 
~ost likely not treat a fiduciary's reservation price as a "fact" that must be 
disclosed. 

22. See Rosenblatt v Getty Oil C 4 Corp., 383 A.2d 278 (Del. 1978). o., 93 A.2d 929 (Del. 1985); Lynch 1•. i'ickers Energy 

23. See generally Lawrence A H 
Director's Fiduciary Dtsclosur Du· 

4
amermesh, Calling Off the Lynch Mob: 17.Je Corporate 

e ty, 9 Vand. L. Rev. 1087 (19%). 
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Finally, note that federal securities laws may also regulate disclosure of self
dealing transactions in public corporations. Given that Coast Oyster is a public 
company, would ~eme be compelled to disclose his interest in the oyster bed 
sale under Regulation S-K, Item 404(a) (in your statutory supplement) if he were 
to undertake the same transaction with Engman today?24 

8.3 THE EFFECT OF APPROVAL BY A DISINTERESTED PAR1Y 

A student reading thus far might conclude that litigation about conflicted trans
actions would focus solely on the adequacy of disclosure or, if the insider actions 
were fully disclosed, on the intrinsic fairness of their terms. That, however, is 
not usually the case. The procedural aspects of how such transactions are con
sidered ,md approved also play a central role. Approvals of self-dealing transac
tions by disinterested directors or shareholders began to play a key role in the 
defense of these transactions at least by the early twentieth century. This role 
was codified in the so-called safe harbor statutes, adopted by states from the mid
twentieth cenniry, and was further developed by the courts since. The principal 
legal questions raised by disinterested review mechanisms concern (1) whether 
the disinterested approval has sufficient integrity to be accorded some effect by 
reviewing courts and (2) the standard of judicial review to be employed after 
disinterested review and approval. For example, is it cursory review under the 
business judgment standard? Or is it more searching review under some sort of 
"fairness-lite" standard? And should it matter whether directors or shareholders 
approve the transaction? (A related issue is: What if the transaction is only dis
closed after the fact but is then ratified by disinterested directors?) 

We explore these issues beyond full disclosure below, beginning with the 
historical background to the safe harbor statutes. 

8.3.1 Early Regulation of Fiduciary Self-Dealing 

C nderstanding safe harbor statutes requires understanding a bit of cor
porate law history. In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth ~enturie.s, 
American and English courts looked to the law of trusts for gmdance m 
adjudicating disputes over the duties of corporate directors. 25 The trus~'s 
division of ownership into legal ownership (with control) and ~e.n~ficial 
interest (without control) provided an obvious analogue .for the ~ivision of 
ownership powers between the board and shareholders m the widely held 
corporation. 

· d f h · "or related-party transactions must be 24. Note that the disclosure reqmre o t e issuer'' . 
made in the Form lO-K Annual Report (filed with the SEC) and the annual statement that publtc 

companies must distribute to shareholders. · h ll v · 

25 426 (N y sup Ct 1826)· Lawrence E. Mite e , ratrness 
. . Ex parte Holmes, 5 Cow. · · · · ' 
in Trust in Corporate Law, 43 Duke L.J. 425 (1993). 
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Early trust law flatly prohibited a trustee from de_a~ng either with trust 
property on his own account or with the t~st bene~ci~11· respe~ting trust 
property.26 Such transactions could be set aside at the msistence ot any inter
ested party, without regard to how fair they maf have see~~d. But_with time, 
the law recognized that a trustee could deal with a beneficiary wtth respect 
to trust property,27 if the beneficiary was competent, consented after full dis
closure, and the transaction was fair. 28 If any of these conditions was not met, 
however, the transaction between a beneficiary and a trnstee was voidable. 
Thus, transactions with trust beneficiaries were not flatly prohihited. as were 
transactions between the trustee and the trust itself. 2" 

Some commentators argue that, by 1880, the trust rnle (prohihition or 
void) as opposed to the trust beneficiary rule (voidable). had hecome the 
general rule of corporation law; conflicted director tr.msactions were sim
ply void. 3o Other commentators dispute this claim .. -i All agree. however. that, 
beginning in the early twentieth century, courts would uphold as valid a con
tract between a director and the corporation if it was (1) on fair terms (2) had 
been approved by a board comprised of a majority of disinterested directors 
after (3) full disclosure. A contract that did not meet all m,11ects of this test 
was voidable, meaning that it would be set aside on the application of any 
party with an interest in the contract. 

The practical problem in this approach lay in the requirement that trans
actions be approved by a majority of disinterested directors. t · nder early 
twentieth-century law, an interested director's attendance at a hoard meeting 
could not be counted toward a quorum on a question in which he was inter
ested.32 This rule meant that a corporation could not act to authorize a con
tract in which a majority of the board was personally interested. :\o quornm 
could be had. 

There was, however, good reason to make some of these contracts 
binding; knowledgeable directors might sometimes offer the company better 
terms. th~ anyone else. ~n~ solution was for shareholders to put into the cor
poration s charter a prov1s10n allowing an interested director to be counted 

26. Ex parte Holmes, 5 Cow. 426. 
27. Smith v. Lancing, 22 N.Y. 520 (186o). 
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o!~srs. Rolling Stock Co. v. Tbe Atlantic and Great Western Railroad Co .. 54 Ohio St. 

26. ;;e, e.g., In re Gleeson, 124 N.E.2d 624 (Ill. App. 1954). 

M h
~ : e Har~ld Marsh Jr., Are Directors Trustees? 22 Bus Law v,; (1966). Professor 

ars s mterpretatmn has been w·d 1 ' · · · 
§8.60 at 8-406 (3d ed 1994 " t e y accepted. See, e.g., 2 :\fodel Bus. Corp. Act. Annot. 
settled that the corporati}~ ~~!]~~ate as the end of~he nineteenth century the rule appeared 
to the fairness of the trans t' e power to avoid all such transactions without regard 
corporation.") ac mn or the manner in which it was originally approved by the 

31. Professor Norwood Breve 'd 
judges were willing to permit interes nn g~ urges that, at times in the nineteenth centu~, 
in all respects. see Norwood P. Brev:e~ director transactions to stand if they found them fair 
Loyalty: Understanding the Self-Jnter:r1dge, Jr., Tbe Corporate Director's FiducimJ' Duty of 
(Professor Marsh was completel st~dDirector Transaction, 41 De Paul L. Rev. 655 (1992) 
interested contract was fair it ; wrong,_ the rule was opposite of that which he asserts: If an 
Law of Public Corporations 214 (2asd sudstamed (citing the leading treatise. 1 V. :\forowitz, The 

. e . 1843)). 
32. See Blish v. Thompson A t 

u omatic Arms Corp., 64 A.2d 6o2 (Del. 1948). 
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toward a quorum. In that event, a meeting could be held, and the contract 
approved. Cou~s u~held the validity of these provisions, and this innova
tion thus permitted mterested transactions involving a majority of the board 
to be accomplished. 33 Nevertheless, courts continued to require directors to 
prove that such transactions were fair-that is, these transactions remained 
voidable following "interested" approval, but only if they were unfair or inad
equately disclosed. This was essentially the nineteenth-century trust benefi
ciary rnle, applied to the corporation. 

The next stage in the development of the law of director conflict 
occurred in the mid-twentieth century, with the movement to enact legisla
tive provisions governing director conflict transactions.34 These provisions 
were, in effect, a statutory embodiment of earlier charter provisions that 
sought to ensure that interested transactions would not be void per se. That 
is, they were a statutory effort to give all corporations of the jurisdiction the 
benefit of a charter provision that allowed a quorum to exist and to vote to 
authorize a transaction between the corporation and one or more directors. 
These "safe harbor" statutes are discussed below. 

8.3.2 Judicial Review of Self-Dealing Today: The Limited 
Role of Safe Harbor Statutes 

As we indicated, the safe harbor statutes initially sought to permit boards 
to authorize tr,msactions in which a majority of directors had an interest. Most 
U.S. jurisdictions now have such statutes. Almost all of these statutes provide 
that a director's self-dealing transaction is not voidable simply because it is 
interested, or in the language of the Delaware version, such a transaction is 
not voidable "solely" because it is interested, so long as it is adequately dis
closed and approved by a majority of disinterested directors or shareholders, 
or it is fair. See, e.g., DGCL §144; accord NYBCL §713; Cal. Corp. Code §310. 
However, these statutes might also be interpreted to mean that a conflict 
transaction is never voidable if it is fully disclosed and authorized or approved 
by the hoard and shareholders in good faith or if it is fair to the corporation 
at the time it is authorized. Courts have traditionally resisted such a broad 
reading. Consider the following case. 

COOKIES FOOD PRODUCTS v. LAKES WAREHOUSE 
430 N. W.2d 447 (Iowa 1988) 

NEUMAN, Justice. . . 
This is a shareholders' derivative suit brought by the mmonty shareho_ld-

ers of a closely held Iowa corporation specializing in barbec_ue_ sauce, Co?~es 
Food Products, Inc. (Cookies). The target of the lawsmt ts the maJonty 

33. E.g., Sterling v. Mayflower Hotel Corp., 9Jt~iz·§~g.c:~9f8~~0. 
34. See, e.g., Cal. Corp. Code §310; DGCL §1 , ' 
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h h Ider Duane "Speed" Herrig and two of his family-owned corporations, 
s are o , d S d' A . . Lakes Warehouse Distributing, Inc. (Lakes) an pee s utom(~tn-e Co .. Inc. 
(Speed's). Plaintiffs alleged that Herrig, by acquirin~ control ot Cookies and 
executing self-dealing contracts, breached his fiduciary duty t~> the company 
and fraudulently misappropriated and converted corporate fun~s. Plaintiffs 
sought actual and punitive damages. Tri~ to the cou~ ~esult~d 111 a ve~dict 
for the defendants, the district court finding that Hemg s actions benefited, 
rather than harmed, Cookies. We affirm .... 

L. D. Cook of Storm Lake, Iowa, founded Cookies in 1975 to produce and 
distribute his original barbeque sauce. Searching for a plant site in a commu
nity that would provide financial backing, Cook met with business leaders in 
seventeen Iowa communities, outlining his plans to build a growth-oriented 
company. He selected Wall Lake, Iowa, persuading thirty-five members of that 
community, including Herrig and the plaintiffs, to purchase Cookies stock. All 
of the investors hoped Cookies would improve the local job market and tax 
base. The record reveals that it has done just that. 

Early sales of the product, however, were dismal. After thl' tirst year's 
operation, Cookies was in dire financial straits. At that time. I krrig was one 
of thirty-five shareholders and held only two hundred shares. I k was also the 
owner of an auto parts business, Speed's Automotive. and Lakl's Warehouse 
Distributing, Inc., a company that distributed auto parts from Speed's. 
Cookies' board of directors approached Herrig with the idea of distributing 
the company's products. It authorized Herrig to purchase Cookil's· sauce 
for twenty percent under wholesale price, which he could then rl'sell at full 
wholesale price. Under this arrangement, Herrig began to markl't and distrib
ute the sauce to his auto parts customers and to grocery outlets from Lakes' 
trucks as they traversed the regular delivery route for Speed's Automotive. 

In May 1977, Cookies formalized this arrangement by executing an exclu
sive distribution agreement with Lakes. Pursuant to this agreement. Cookies 
was responsible only for preparing the product; Lakes, for its part. assumed 
~11 costs ~f ware~ousing, ~arketing, sales, delivery, promotion. and advertis
mg. Cookies retamed the nght to fix the sales price of its products and agreed 
to pay Lakes thirty percent of its gross sales for these services. 

. Cookies' sales have soared under the exclusive distributorship contract 
wtth Lakes. Gross sales in 1976, the year prior to the agreement. totaled only 
~20,000, less than half of Cookies' expenses that year. In 1977, however. sales 
Jumped five-fold, then doubled in 1978, and have continued to show phenom
enal growth every year thereafter. By 1985, when this suit was commenced, 
annual sales reached $2,400,000. 

A_s _sales _in~reased, Cookies' board of directors amended and extended 
the

1 
ongmal distributorship agreement. In 1979 the board amended the origi-

na agreement to 0 •ve Lakes a ddi · ' . ~ n a t1onal two percent of gross sales to cover 
freight costs for the ever expanding market for Cookies' sauce. In 1980, the 
board extended the ~.ended agreement through 1984 to allow Herrig to 
make long-term advertismg commitments. Recognizing the role that Herrig's 
persodnaldsthrengths played in the success of the joint endeavor the board also 
amen e t e agreement that ' t 
with Lakes if Herri died or diyear to allow Cookies to cancel the agreemen 

g sposed of the corporation's stock. 
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!n.1981, L: D. Coo~, the majority shareholder up to this time, decided to 
s~ll lus ~nterest m Cookies. H~ first offered the directors an opportunity to buy 
his stock, but the board declined to purchase any of his 8100 shares. Herrig 
then offered Cook and all other shareholders $1 O per share for their stock 
which was twice th~ original price. Because of the overwhelming respons~ 
to these offers, He.m~ had purchased enough Cookies stock by January 1982 
to become the maJonty shareholder. His investment of $140,000 represented 
fifty-three percent of the [outstanding shares] .... 

Shortly after Herrig acquired majority control he replaced four of the five 
members of the Cookies' board with members he selected .... Subsequent 
changes made in the corporation under Herrig's leadership formed the basis 
for this lawsuit. 

First, under Herrig's leadership, Cookies' board has extended the term of 
the exclusive distributorship agreement with Lakes and expanded the scope 
of services for which it compensates Herrig and his companies. In April 1982, 
when a sales increase of twenty-five percent over the previous year required 
Cookies to seek additional short-term storage for the peak summer season, 
the board accepted Herrig's proposal to compensate Lakes at the "going rate" 
for use of its nearby storage facilities .... 

Second, Herrig moved from his role as director and distributor to take 
on an additional role in product development. This created a dispute over 
a royalty Herrig began to receive. . . . Herrig developed a recipe [for taco 
sauce] because he recognized that taco sauce, while requiring many of the 
same ingredients needed in barbeque sauce, is less expensive to produce .... 
In August 1982, Cookies' board approved a royalty fee to be paid to Herrig 
for this taco sauce recipe. This royalty plan was similar to royalties the board 
paid to L.D. Cook for the barbeque sauce recipe. That plan gives Cook three 
percent of the gross sales of barbeque sauce; Herrig receives a flat rate per 
case. Although Herrig's rate is equivalent to a sales percentage slightly higher 
than what Cook receives, it yields greater profit to Cookies because this new 
product line is cheaper to produce. 

Third, since 1982 Cookies' board has twice approved additional com
pensation for Herrig. In January 1983, the board authorized payment of a 
$1000 per month "consultant fee" in lieu of salary, because accelerated sales 
required Herrig to spend extra time managing the company. Averaging ~ig~ty
hour work weeks, Herrig devoted approximately fifteen percent of his tune 
to Cookies· and eighty percent to Lakes' business. In August, 1983, the board 
authorized another increase in Herrig's compensation. Further, at the sug
gestion of a cookies director who also served as an accountant for Cookies, 
Lakes, and Speed's, the cookies board amended the exclusive distributorship 
agreement to allow Lakes an additional two percent of gross sales as a promo
tion allowance to expand the market for Coo~es products o.utside of Iowa. 
As a direct result of this action, by 1986 Cookies regularly shipped products 
to several states throughout the country. 

As we have previously noted, however, C?okies: growth and success has 
not pleased all its shareholders. The discontent 1s ~ott:ated b~ ~o fact~rs that 
have effectively precluded shareholders from shanng m Cookies financ1~ suc
cess: the fact that Cookies is a closely held corporation, and the fact that 1t has 
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not paid dividends. Because Cookies' stock is not publicly traded. shareholders 
have no ready access to buyers for their stock at current values that reflect the 
company's success. Without dividends, the.shareholders have n~> r~ady method 
of realizing a return on their investment m the company. TI11s 1s not to say 
that Cookies has improperly refused to pay dividends. The evidence reveals 
that Cookies would have violated the terms of its loan with the Small Business 
Administration had it declared dividends before repaying that deht. That SBA 
loan was not repaid until the month before the plaintiffs filed this action. 

Unsatisfied with the status quo, a group of minority shareholders com
menced this equitable action in 1985. Based on the facts we have detailed, 
the plaintiffs claimed that the sums paid Herrig and his companies have 
grossly exceeded the value of the services rendered. therehy suhstantially 
reducing corporate pro.fits and shareholder equity. Through the exclusive 
distributorship agreements, taco sauce royalty, warehousing fees. and con
sultant fee, plaintiffs claimed that Herrig breached his fiduciary duties to the 
corporation and its shareholders because he allegedly negotiated for these 
arrangements without fully disclosing the benefit he would gain. The plain
tiffs sought recovery for lost profits, an accounting to <letermint: the full 
extent of the damage, attorneys' fees, punitive damages. appointment of a 
receiver to manage the company properly, removal of Herrig from control, 
and sale of the company in order to generate an appropriate return on their 
investment. 

Having heard the evidence ... , the district coun filed a length~ ruling that 
reflected careful attention to the testimony of the twentv-two witnesses and 
myriad of exhibits admitted. The coun concluded that ikrrig had hreached 
no duties owed to Cookies or to its minority shareholders .... 

Il. FIDUCIARY DUI1ES 

Herrig, as an officer and director of Cookies owes a fiduciarv dutv to the 
company and its shareholders .... Herrig conc~des that Iowa 1·a,,· i1~posed 
the same fiduciary responsibilities based on his status as majority stock
hold~r. · · · Convers~ly, before acquiring majority control in February I 982, 
Hemg o~ed n? fiduciary duty to Cookies or plaintiffs. . . . Therefore. Herrig's 
conduct 1s subJect to scrutm· y onl fr h · · l . Y om t e time he began to exercise contra 
of Cookies .... 

. [T]he legislature enacted section 496A.34, ... that establishes three sets 
of circumstances under which dir · h 
1 l . la . a ector may engage in self-dealing wit out 

c ear y v10 tmg the duty of loyalty: 

No contract or other transacti be f 
its directors or any oth ~n tween a corporation and one or more o 
more of its directors er ~~rporation, firm, association or entity in which one or 
be either void or voidar~l ~ectors or officers or are financially interested, shall 
the following occur: a e ecause of such relationship or interest ... if any of 

1. The fact of such relationshi · d f 
d;.. t P or mterest is disclosed or known to the boar 0 

.... ec ors or committee whi h 
transaction W'th c authorizes, approves, or ratifies the contract or 

· · · 1 out count' h . mg t e votes ... of such interested director. 
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2. TI1e fact of such relationship or interest is disclosed or known to the sharehold
ers entitled to vote [on the transaction] and they authorize ... such contract or 
transaction by vote or written consent. 

3. The contract or transaction is fair and reasonable to the corporation. 

S?me comm~ntators have supported the view that satisfaction of any 
on~ of the foregorng statutory alternatives in and of itself, would prove that 
a dtrector has fully met the duty of loyalty .... We are obliged, however, to 
interpret statutes in. conformity "'.'ith the common law wherever statutory 
language does not directly negate 1t. . . . Because the common law and sec
tion 496A.i4 require directors to show "good faith, honesty, and fairness" 
in self-dealing, we are persuaded that satisfaction of any one of these three 
alternatives under the statute would merely preclude us from rendering the 
transaction void or voidable outright solely on the basis "of such [director's] 
relationship or interest." ... We thus require directors who engage in self
dealing to establish the additional element that they have acted in good faith, 
honesty, and fairness .... 

. . . The cmx of appellants' claim is that the [trial] court should have 
focused on the fair market value ofHerrig's services to Cookies rather than on 
the success Cookies achieved as a result ofHerrig's actions. 

We agree with appellants' contention that corporate profitability should 
not be the sole criteria by which to test the fairness and reasonableness of 
Herrig's fees .... 

Given an instance of alleged director enrichment at corporate 
expense ... the burden to establish fairness resting on the director requires not 
only a showing of"fair price"but also a showing of the fairness of the bargain to 
the interests of the corporation .... Applying such reasoning to the record before 
us, however, we cannot agree with appellants' assertion that Herrig's services 
were either unfairly priced or inconsistent with Cookies corporate interest. 

There can be no serious dispute that the four agreements in issue - for 
exclusive distributorship, taco sauce royalty, warehousing, and consulting 
fees - have all benefited Cookies, as demonstrated by its financial success. 
Even if we assume Cookies could have procured similar services from other 
vendors at lower costs, we are not convinced that Herrig's fees were there
fore unreasonable or exorbitant. Like the district court, we are not persuaded 
by appellants' expert testimony that Cookies' sales and profits would have 
been the same under agreements with other vendors. As Cookies' board 
noted prior to Herrig's takeover, he was the driving force in the corpora
tion's success. Even plaintiffs' expert acknowledged that He~~ has don~ ~he 
Work of at least five people - production supervisor: advert1srng sp~c1alist, 
warehouseman broker and salesman. While eschewmg the lack of rnternal 
control, for ac~ountin~ purposes, that such centralized authori.ty may pro
duce, the expert conceded that Herrig may in fact be underpaid for all he 
has accomplished. We believe the board properly considered t~s s?urce of 
Cookies' success when it entered these transactions, as did the d1stnct court 
When it reviewed them. . . . . , 

[T] he record before us aptly demonstrates that all members of Cookies 
board were well aware of Herrig's dual ownership in Lakes and Speed's. We 
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are unaware of any authority supporting plaintiffs' contention that H~r~ig was 
obli ated to disclose to Cookies' board or sharehol~ers the extent ot his prof
its r!sulting from these distribution and war~housmg agret'm~nts: neverthe
less the exclusive distribution agreement with Jilkes authonzed the board 
to a~certain that information had it so desired. Appellants cannot reasonably 
claim that Herrig owed Cookies a duty to render such servict's at no profit to 
himself or his companies. Having found that the compt'nsation he received 
from these agreements was fair and reasonable, we are convinced that Herrig 
furnished sufficient pertinent information to Cookies· board to enable it to 
make prudent decisions concerning the contracts. . . . 

AFFIRMED. 

SCHULTZ, J. (dissenting) .... 
Much of Herrig's evidence concerned the tremt'ndous success of the 

company. I believe that the trial court and the majority opinion have been 
so enthralled by the success of the company that they han: faikd to examine 
whether these matters of self-dealing were fair to the stockholders. While 
much credit is due to Herrig for the success of the company. this does not 
mean that these transactions were fair to the company. 

I believe that Herrig failed on his burden of proof by what he did not 
show. He did not produce evidence of the local going rate for distribution 
contracts or storage fees outside of a very limited amount of selbt-r,·ing testi
mony. He simply did not show the fair market value of his services < >r expense 
for freight, advertising and storage cost. He did not show that hi-. taco sauce 
royalty was fair. This was his burden. He cannot succeed on it h,· merely 
showing the success of the company. · 

The shareholders, on the other hand, ... have put forth con, incing tes
timony that Herrig has been grossly overcompensated for his sen ices based 
on their fair market value .... 

QUESTIONS 

. 1. Should the limited effect of the safe harbor statute he gin.-n if the 
directors who approved the transaction were under the influence or control 
of a majority shareholder (as presumably was the case in Cookies):- Should it 
~atter that the shareholders who authorize or ratify an interested transaction 
mclude the vot~s of the interested shareholder? Further, should I krrig's sta
tus as a controlling shareholder matter in this decision? 

h 
2· The Cookies court does not base its decision solelv on Cookies' 

en anced profitability und H · ' · h t 
H . b er emg, but why not? Isn·t it enough t a 

erng rought Cookies and ·t · · d 
that Herri . 1 .s mmonty tremendous financial success (a? 
h h ld

g disclosed the self-mterested transactions)' Whv allow minority 
s are o ers any daylight t k · · · h 

k 
O see further money from Herrig' Wont t at 

ma e controllers in the fut · f 
th fi , ure reluctant to put forth their full efforts or e rm. 


